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MoMent

Flower bees hum, electric m+m’s,
and fresh pencil sun.
Resting my head on a tree root,
father’s stone shoulder.

AkivA J. SAvett
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eMPty

it’s empty this thing.
strong. blue. ready. but empty.
i like it a lot more now
than when it had a purpose.

indigo eli
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*

mnmlst

JoAn grAveS
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So quiet —
the space between notes
wind chimes.

rehn kovAcic
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old age
blessed with crowns
in the mouth

John hAn
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exiStentiAliSM

Whether blessing, whether curse,
depends on how you spin it:
inhabiting a universe
that doesn’t know you’re in it.

MichAel hArty
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in the MoJAve

A sidewinder’s calligraphy
is soon just smooth sand
as death leaves no calling card
changing direction like the wind.

WilliAM cullen, Jr.
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renAiSSAnce Art

The trees and the sky
paint on the canvas of the pond,
their brush strokes,petalled heartbeats.

ShinJini BhAttAchArJee
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SAx

Golden horn lasso,
double dutch me
jazz rodeo.

AkivA J. SAvett
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net Worth

You are a minefield
in a diamond mine
I am sorry
I can’t walk on walls.

dAn kleMer
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At the BottoM oF the FAllS

Caught in the wash
the minnow tumbles off balance
but soon straightens up
in the belly of a brook trout.

WilliAM cullen, Jr.
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*

crescent moon
silver clouds
and her silk blouse —
a zephyr swells

JAn BenSon
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the dePth oF the gAlAxy

night fishing
in a starlit creek ...
the depth of the galaxy
around my ankles

chASe Fire
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love

I find him, heaving again
pretending that sin is invisible
to women in love
but, darling, I smell the blood

PAtty Brooke White
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lAnding on goMetrA

Nothing here but tormentil,
yarrow on the machair.
Wild goats, of course. Sea eagles.
Seals that bob past swimming deer.

Seth crook
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She cAlled it deAd

He keeps her as he can,
bottle-stoppered in a flask,
her dead suspended dream,
his paisley memory.

dAvid clArke
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mood swing —
overnight tornado
now a breeze

John J. hAn
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PerSeverAnce

Its roots forked into mud the ash tree
Dissolves its trunk upright, as my heart decays
Into the marsh reeds.

MichAel ASProS
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hoPing A FiSh Might WAke her

One warm summer afternoon
a woman lonely as an ocean without fish
sinks her lure
into the river and dreams.

MArgAret giSh Miller
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WilderneSS outPoSt

Fronting the shoreline,
Ash Trees knock limbs like
Wood chimes, above
Canary Reeds buried in mudflats.

MichAel ASProS
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Fly cASting

The hooked trout leaps
and reenters its reflection
as if it could hide deep within itself
where faith alone abides.

WilliAM cullen, Jr.
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Shooting

Cliche as it seems,
stars cantering dream to dream
have nothing on you.

Jin kAPS
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nobody whistles anymore
it’s all tweet, tweet
tweet

ivo drury
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FrAgMentS

Wine that I didn’t send for
Dessert that I didn’t have
Fun that I’ve forgotten
Bounty that I have

JoAn grAveS
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Michael aspros lives on the edge of Forest Park. His poetry has appeared in The Grove Review, Audubon’s The 
Warbler, and was selected for the public art installations along The Portland-Milwaukie Light Rail.

Jan Benson, Vice President: Fort Worth Haiku Society is published in LIFTING THE SKY, Southwestern Haiku and 
Haiga, Small Canyons, Texas Poetry Calendar, and di-êrsé-city.

shinJini BhattacharJee loves to explore the poems garbed in emotions of varied hues every moment of her life 
composes. Her works have appeared or are forthcoming in The Stray Branch and Nostrovia! Poetry, among others.

DaviD clarke is a former journalist writing in Virginia. His work has appeared previously in Four and Twenty.

seth crook taught philosophy at various universities before moving to the Hebrides. His poems have started to appear 
in print and online magazines, including the Scotland-based Other Poetry, Open Mouse, Northwords Now, and Gutter.

WilliaM cullen, Jr., is a veteran and works at a nonprofit in Brooklyn, New York. His poetry has appeared in 
Camroc Press Review, Gulf Stream, Pirene’s Fountain, Spillway, Wild Goose Poetry Review, and Word Riot.

ivo Drury workshops words in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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All poems and artwork in this journal were published with permission. All rights belong to the authors 
and artists, who attest to the originality of their works. Please do not reproduce poems or artwork found 
in this journal without permission.
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inDigo eli: poet and spoken word artist. She is mesmerized by poetry’s ability to speak the unspoken. First 
collection: “writing love songs to the moon,” New Poets 18, Friendly Street Poets. I www.facebook.com/IndigoEli

chase Fire is a poet from Michigan who reads a lot of haiku, tanka, and other short form poetry. He believes 
less is more when it comes to writing.

geralDine Foote is the creator of Peace Leaves, letter-pressed poems. A high school teacher for twenty-five 
years, she helped to found the Pacific University MFA in Writing program. She recently visited her son in Boston.

Joan graves is an Oregon writer. Her work has previously appeared in Four and Twenty and Tawkpress.com. 

John J. han, ph.D., is a professor of English and Creative writing at Missouri Baptist University. His poems 
have appeared in Cave Region Review, Frogpond, The Laurel Review, South by Southeast, and other venues 
worldwide.

Michael harty lives near Kansas City, where he practices psychotherapy and psychoanalysis in addition to 
writing. His poems have appeared in Pearl, The Sow’s Ear, Spitball, and several other eccentric publications.

Jin kaps is an English student, writer, blogger, and social media extraordinaire. She loves creek beds, fresh-cut 
grass, new pencils, and Star Trek. Her favorite is Enterprise. Be angry with her if you must. 

Dan kleMer is an engineer whose published writing to date has been for technical journals. His wife, a poet, 
has recently opened his mind to the possibility of writing in a more creative context. 
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rehn kovacic writes poetry in the American Southwest. His work has appeared in Prune Juice and Issa’s Untidy 
Hut. When not writing poetry, he advises students in the Math Department at Arizona State University.

Margaret gish Miller lives in Gig Harbor, Washington. She has been published in Poets & Writers, Patterson 
Literary Review, and Four and Twenty. She enjoys writing and time with grandsons who live just across the bay.

akiva J. savett’s poetry has appeared in Poetry Quarterly, Kerem, Circa, The Red River Review, In Parentheses, 
Four And Twenty, The Eunoia Review, and Etcetera. He teaches English and Literature and lives in Maryland.

patty Brooke White is a University of Michigan graduate. She works as a freelance writer and facilitates a 
poetry workshop for undergraduate students. Her writing has been published in View from the Hill and Xylem.
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Four and Twenty is an online poetry journal focused on short form poetry. We specifically seek out fresh and 
emerging voices to include in the journal. Our guidelines are simple. All poems must be four lines or fewer 
in length and contain no more than twenty words (hence, Four and Twenty). A new issue of the journal is 
released the third Tuesday of each month.

Publisher & Designer: Vinnie Kinsella 
Assistant Publisher & Classroom Publishing Coordinator: Kay Tracy 
Issue Editor: Kylie Byrd & Scott Parker

FIND | US ONLINE:

Website | 4and20poetry.com

Twitter | twitter.com/4and20poetry

Instagram | instagram.com/4and20poetry

Facebook | facebook.com/4and20poetry

http://4and20poetry.com
http://twitter.com/4and20poetry
http://instagram.com/4and20poetry
http://facebook.com/4and20poetry
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